KOMUNISTICKÁ STRANA ČECH A MORAVY
ÚSTŘEDNÍ VÝBOR
___________________________________________________________________________
To the delegates of
19th Congress of KKE
Prague, March 29, 2013
Dear comrades,
Communist Party of Bohemia & Moravia gives it’s the most cordially greetings to your
19th Congress. Accept please this letter as our message of empathy and solidarity.
Your congress is held amidst sharpened class struggle. Capitalist crisis world-widely
continues to deepen. Since its beginning, the situation all around world goes
permanently to be worsening, doing so in your country as well. Within individual
countries and beyond the class conflicts continuously escalate, more the same
occurring between imperialist powers. European Union, together with both the IMF
and the European Central Bank, develops bigger and bigger efforts ordinary people
being the only ones to bear the consequences of this crisis on their shoulders. The left
is in disunity, what means it is too weak to enforce any fair solution.
Amidst austerity measures' policy, where the rich get to be growing more and more
rich and on the other hand more and more people fall down into poverty line and
beyond, it is necessary to take lessons from defeats as quickly as possible and to
continue in efforts to unify the workers, the ones who lost their jobs through the fault
of both the capitalist system and the crisis, in order the rights and gains to be
restored as being won by long-time struggle of working people.
The means for all people's living in dignity exist; they are unevenly distributed,
however. You can only look at military spending increasing, or at the net profits of
transnational monopolies, and to answer the question who gains profit from this
development.
We believe your party's congress can be an important step towards mutual
cooperation of progressive people to be strengthened, to reach fairer social order.
Long life international solidarity, long life socialism! We wish every success to your
congress debates, and we also wish to your party its influence in the society to
improve. We appreciate our mutual cooperation, to be ready for its further
development.
Most cordially comradely greetings,
Vojtech F i l i p
Chairman of KSCM's CC
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